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INDOOR SPACES

WORK
COLLEGES

TUITION RESET:
WHAT TO KNOW

by Joe Popely
Northwestern University just released
its inaugural Strategic Sustainability
Plan, detailing the next five years,
with the ultimate goal of reaching
net-zero emissions by 2050.

by Amy Gustafson
Including foliage in your next
improvement project for your
college or university offers multiple
benefits for health, sustainability,
and aesthetics.

by Sheila Wagner
Work Colleges offer students the
chance to achieve an impressive
degree and more life experience and
rewards with a much lower cost than
a traditional degree program.

by John Lawlor
Not every private college or
university is positioned to make
the “tuition reset” pricing strategy
a success, but those that are share
several characteristics.
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GIS MAPPING AND THE SUSTAINABILITY MAJOR
AT JACKSONVILLE UNIVERSITY
by Rachel Clevenger
Dr. Ashley M. Johnson, Assistant Professor of Geography in Jacksonville University’s Department
of Geography and the Environment, offers her students an exciting approach to GIS mapping.
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THE HIDDEN COSTS OF COLLEGE: EFFECTS ON WOMEN,
MINORITY, AND FIRST-GENERATION STUDENTS
by Christie Garton
A national survey examined the hidden costs of college and the effects on women, minority, and firstgeneration students, uncovering that 74% of students can’t afford the “extras” associated with college.

20

GOSHEN COLLEGE EMBRACES DESTRATIFICATION
STRATEGY FOR ENERGY CONSERVATION
by Daniel Fenton
Goshen College has dedicated itself to reducing its “carbon footprint” while at the same time providing
the education, research, and community engagement needed for the rest of society to do the same.
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EDITOR’S LETTER
As much as I have missed working with students over the last five years, I would not have returned to
the classroom to teach a composition or literature class. When Samford University asked me to teach
Business Communications for sophomores and juniors, I immediately said yes, and I have already
committed to two more classes next semester. I had plenty to do without adding teaching to my
schedule, and I am lucky enough to not need extra income. However, because this class is designed to
help students secure interviews, promotions, leadership roles, and—most importantly—paychecks,
I wanted in.
While I am a world apart from perfect, I have twenty years of teaching experience focused on helping
students improve their writing and presentation skills. Having started our own company five years
ago, I’ve now spent time outside of academia and in the “real world” of business; I believed the
knowledge pulled from that combination could be useful to these thirty-five students.
Here at the midterm point of the course, I find myself working to find a balance between motivating
and driving students but without crossing over into the territory of—to put it colloquially—
completely stressing them out. The balancing act or balancing art, to be more precise, comes as I try
to push these students to succeed by refusing to accept excuses for rushed work or missed deadlines,
even as I want to also communicate love and grace, especially because Samford is a Christian university.

Ed Bauer
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Sheila Wagner
Staff Writer

Obviously, a certain amount of angst and discomfort is a common part of the college experience. It’s
a rite of passage, and it’s a trial by fire. The constant, unforgiving deadlines are preparing them for
the real world. On the other hand, the stress many of them carry into the classes, before we even start
the day’s work, is nearly palpable as emotional baggage. Of course, we can’t coddle them, for that will
do more harm than good ultimately.
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Allen Blood
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There are thousands of Business majors competing for a limited number of positions. Perhaps because
these students are not much younger than my own daughter, I worry for them. From a purely selfish
position, I know I can assist them with skills that could directly impact their lives and careers, and
I miss the feeling of making a difference in young people’s lives. As much as I enjoy the magazine
business, it’s safe to say I’m not changing lives.

CIRCULATION ASSISTANCE
Cassidy Clevenger

In short, my approach in some ways is a no-nonsense constant reminder that they must distinguish
themselves from their peers. Unless they have a job waiting for them in a relative’s company, which
only a handful of them do, then they must learn to stand out from other Business majors, including
their peers in our classroom.
Moreover, they live in an age where everything matters: the first impression, presentation skills,
interpersonal skills, writing talents, and their ability to process and communicate complex thoughts.
I have to tell them that it’s probably not enough to just be “good,” and I’m not talking about grades—
though, understandably, that’s where they often focus. I have to push them to not interrupt their
thoughts with “uh” or “um”—because maybe that will be the Achilles heel that keeps them from
progressing. I apply pressure to increase their performance because I know anything less than their
best could keep them from living the futures they want for themselves.
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I feel obligated to explain to them that all of this is taking place in a corporate world that is going
through almost constant turmoil on social and political levels. I need to convince them that they
really can’t afford to make a single (big) mistake—especially one that is captured on social media,
because there may be no second chances.
For them—I get it—it’s just one class. However, for me, it’s the chance to give them everything I’ve
learned in twenty years condensed into fourteen weeks, while praying that something I teach them
makes the difference.

Rachel James Clevenger, M.Ed., PhD
Editor-in-Chief, PUPN MAG
Private University Products and News Magazine
rachel@pupnmag.com
205.706.4882
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In addition to her focus on Geography and Sustainability, as well as
Geography and the Environment, Dr. Ashley M. Johnson, Assistant
Professor of Geography in Jacksonville University’s Department of
Geography and the Environment, offers her students an innovative
and exciting approach to GIS mapping. Mapping with GIS,
or a Geographic Information System, is a technical, geographic
skill that is a requirement for Sustainability majors at JU, and
Johnson has found a way to engage students with the versatility and
flexibility of GIS mapping tools while providing extensive, faceto-face, hands-on, technical training with the newest industrystandard software.

PROFESSOR SPOTLIGHT

by Rachel Clevenger

GIS Mapping and the Sustainability Major at Jacksonville University
Johnson has been pleased to see how well JU
students have been performing immediately
after graduating, as they are applying these
“hard skills” learned in the classroom to fulfill
an array of tasks in varied fields: from using GIS
for crime mapping in the Jacksonville Sheriff’s
office or mapping natural resources, to using
GIS mapping at work for a railroad company or
the Jacksonville Electrical Authority. They have
gained experience using industry-standard
software, in a recently remodeled computer
lab, where they have the chance to do hands-on
work with GIS mapping, and she finds that their
expertise in this skill has been something to
“really separate them from the rest of applicants.”
Speaking of her passion for sustainability
and the environment, Johnson notes that
Sustainability as a major is not commonly
offered in a small, liberal arts institution. In
fact, JU is one of the few institutions in Florida
that offers a four-year degree in Sustainability.
Because they can approach the issue from a
liberal arts focus and in smaller class sizes, they
always have an interesting mix of students in
the courses, which allows for exciting crossover
dialogue that incorporates a broad variety of
disciplines and interests: Natural Sciences,
Biology, Engineering, Philosophy, Ethics, and
the Economy—among other topics. Because it
is about “saving both money and resources,”
Johnson adds, “Sustainability can be paired
with almost anything.”
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Learning a New Language
Former Sustainability student Janessa Rothman
shares that, while she expected to be impressed
by her teachers’ knowledge and experience,
Dr. Johnson falls into a special category: one of
those professors who made her wonder how they
manage to accomplish all that they do. During
her first semester, Rothman recognized that
Johnson—her advisor, professor, and mentor—
is “a force at JU.”
One aspect of the Sustainability program
that Rothman found especially unique is the
way it permits students to choose classes from
many departments to build their major, which
allowed her to couple her specific interests with
core concepts of sustainability. She adds, “The
sustainability major requires courses on conservation, climate, geography, ethics, regulations,
and ArcGIS. For those that have never taken or
heard of GIS, like myself before beginning my
JU experience, it is similar to learning a new
language, one which communicates stories of
current or past places and events in the form of
dynamic maps.”
Just in the course of her two years spent at
JU, Rothman observed that Johnson radically
increased campus awareness of GIS offerings
and constantly offered help to any students
who expressed interest in applying ArcGIS to
their areas of academic interest. She adds that
Johnson has “shed light on our impressive

sustainability and geography programs at
Jacksonville University by making ArcGIS an
essential piece to the puzzle for conserving and
protecting habitats, as human development
increases.”

Exploring the Software
Graduate Zan Traversa completed Johnson’s
GIS, Advanced GIS, and Sustainability
courses and found that the “personal nature
of the small class sizes” helped students feel
comfortable, while allowing for a great deal
of one-on-one assistance. In his first class with
Johnson, Traversa was pursuing a degree in
Marine Science, but the software and the classes
were pulling his attention. He explains, “Dr.
Johnson’s classes allowed students to explore
the software in ways that were interesting to
them. Students had the opportunity to choose
their own topics for a number of projects.”
When Traversa eventually changed majors
to focus on Geography with an Environmental
Track and a minor in Sustainability, throughout
the courses on sustainability, Traversa was
impressed with how well-connected Johnson is
with the network of sustainability professionals
throughout North Florida.
Traversa adds that Johnson’s support is a
direct influence on the position he has now as a
GIS Analyst and Data Analyst for the Jacksonville Transportation Authority. He's confident
pupnmag.com
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that his work with GIS technology and the
hands-on training that Johnson provided—in
addition to the opportunities Johnson gave him
to lead and mentor others—has contributed
remarkably to his current success; he adds
that Johnson “continues to assist her students
well after graduation by sending job leads and
assisting with graduate school applications and
letters of recommendation.”
Another recent graduate tells a similar
story. Former GIS and Sustainability student
Ryan Molumby credits Johnson for having
more of an impact on his educational and
professional growth than any other educator
he’s encountered.
Praising Johnson's teaching style, which he
believes addresses each student’s individual
needs on a powerful level—something he
suggests is atypical in a “one size fits all
approach” that is common in many university
settings—Molumby explains, “For example, I
tend to overanalyze and stress over assignments
pupnmag.com

“The sustainability major requires courses on conservation, climate,
geography, ethics, regulations, and ArcGIS. For those that have never taken
or heard of GIS, like myself before beginning my JU experience, it is similar
to learning a new language, one which communicates stories of current or
past places and events in the form of dynamic maps.”

and tests. She recognized this and would
personally reassure me that everything would
be fine.”
Noting that he enrolled at JU because of the
reputation of their Geography department,
and its heavy focus on GIS, he was fascinated
by how complicated and complex the program
actually was; he notes, “Every time you think
you understand it, you learn something new
and realize how little you know.” He believes

— JANESSA ROTHMAN

Johnson is incredibly gifted at GIS, appearing
to know everything there is to know or
instantly finding answers for new problems.
He shares, “I had worked with GIS during my
time in the military and have a decent amount
of experience, but I have never met anyone who
understands GIS like Dr. Johnson.”
As Molumby neared graduation, Johnson
encouraged him to pursue a master’s degree in
GIS as well as a second major in sustainability,
NOVEMBER 2017 9

Spotlight continued

and he credits her guidance for where he is now: enrolled
in a Masters of Geospatial Science and Technology
program at NC State. He adds, “I know her intelligence, confidence, and personalized style will continue
to inspire others the way she inspired me.”

Leaning on Each Other
While smaller private colleges and universities are often
praised for their small class size and increased studentteacher interactions, Johnson seems to take this to an
extraordinary level, something that is noticed by her
students and colleagues alike.
Johnson believes that this generation of students,
more than others before them perhaps, struggles with
“being known,” and she is proud of the work being done
at JU in addressing each student as an individual and
finding ways to tap into their unique potential, talents,
and personalities. Johnson is a firm believer that in
“learning by doing” these abilities will stay with them,
as they are able to “manipulate the data and execute
the skill right there, immediately following the lecture.”
She is equally passionate about helping her colleagues
develop their own GIS skills.
Dr. Ray Oldakowski, Professor in the Department of
Geography & the Environment, explains that Johnson
is always willing to share her “incredible GIS knowledge
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Spotlight continued

base” with any faculty who have GIS questions or
projects,” and—as evidenced by the level of support
her students feel from Johnson during, between, and
after their time in her courses—she carries that same
concept into the classroom, where she is willing to
spend what Oldakowski describes as “any amount of
time necessary” to help students complete their own
projects.
Additionally, she works to ensure they build a
collaborative energy in the classroom, so they are equally
accustomed to teamwork as well. As she greets a new
class of students each semester, she tells them, “Look to
your left, and look to your right. Lean on each other.”

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Dr. Rachel James Clevenger
earned her B.A. and M.Ed. degrees from Mississippi
College. After finishing her PhD in Composition and
Rhetoric, she taught and served as the University
Writing Center Director for Birmingham Southern College and
University of Alabama at Birmingham. Currently, she teaches
Business Communications at Samford University.
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ON CAMPUS

By Christie Garton

The Hidden Costs of College
A national survey conducted by 1,000 Dreams Fund and underwritten by
Charles Schwab examined the hidden costs of college and the effects on
women, minority, and first-generation students. We learned that 74% of
students can’t afford the “extras” associated with college, and almost half
don’t feel prepared to manage their finances while in college.
14 PRIVATE UNIVERSITY PRODUCTS AND NEWS

Effects on Women, Minority,
and First-Generation Students
There’s no disputing that college is expensive.
But there’s also no disputing its value: Despite
the massive financial undertaking of higher
education, college is a reliable way to position
oneself for future career success and greater
lifetime earnings potential.
Incoming college students and recent college
graduates aren’t shocked by the astronomical
face-value price of postsecondary education.
At the most expensive universities in the U.S.,
pupnmag.com

tuition can tip the scales at nearly $60,000 a
year, a fact that has been well-reported in the
media over the last several years. Young people
have come to expect this.
What they didn’t necessarily expect were the
hidden costs. Our survey found that 30% or
more of all student respondents express being
surprised about hidden costs, from housing
to textbooks, with first-generation students
expressing the most surprise.
The skyrocketing costs go beyond tuition,
as our survey explores. These expenses impact
every step of the college process, from university
selection to graduation rates, as highlighted by
our study findings.

A Gender Gap in Financial Confidence
There’s a gender gap in financial confidence that starts before college. Our survey
discovered clear male-female discrepancies:
There is an imbalance of financial confidence
between male and female students, indicating
an almost 20-percentage-point difference
between how financially prepared women
and men feel for college. Additionally, women
are more influenced by financial standing

1,000 Dreams Fund is a non-profit dedicated to providing micro-grants to
pay for life-changing “extracurricular” opportunities—like internships and
travel to career seminars—so that all American girls, no matter their economic
situation, can succeed in college and their careers.

from start to finish of the college process and
are significantly more likely to quit school
entirely due to lack of funds.
Further, a lack of personal financial confidence aligns with higher rates of women
dropping out of college due to finances. If
they do remain in school, having less money
prevents young women from participating
in critical extracurricular opportunities, like
internships and study abroad, which makes
them less marketable once they enter the
workforce.

Young women also are more likely than
young men to say they aren’t prepared to
manage their finances while in college (51%
vs. 39% respectively), according to a survey
conducted by 1000 Dreams Fund, a national
scholarship program that awards micro-grants
to young American women. The online survey,
which was underwritten by Charles Schwab,
discovered that when it comes to college
completion, of those surveyed, 52% of women
said they had to drop out of college because of
finances.
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On Campus continued
CREATING ENVIRONMENTS WHERE PEOPLE CAN SHINE

™

The Impact Lasts Past Graduation
College costs include more than just tuition and the impact
can be felt long after graduation. In addition to dealing with
the unexpected frustrations of the extra costs attached to
their educations, these students also face the crushing disappointment of being unable to afford extra-curriular activities
that they say would help their careers. Expenses beyond tuition
were higher than they thought, too.
The top five expenses students said were “much more than
expected” include textbooks (63%), housing (56%), food
(46%), exam prep classes (45%), and moving (41%).

The top five expenses students said were “much
more than expected” include textbooks (63%),
housing (56%), food (46%), exam prep classes (45%),
and moving (41%). Among female students, 68%
said their financial standing impacted their college

ADD
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choice, and 52% of women admit to dropping out of
school early because of financial reasons.

No Wiggle Room for First-Generation Students
Among first-generation students, 58% of the students who
didn’t graduate say it was due to financial reasons, and 71% of
first-generation students said their financial standing impacted
their college choice. More than half of first-generation college
students had to drop out because they couldn’t afford it.
This response contradicts the popular belief that most
students quit school due to poor grades or inability to balance
a social life. It simply comes down to money. However,
even among those who were able to pay tuition bills, there
isn’t wiggle room for many first-generation students to take
advantage of critical collegiate opportunities.
By an overwhelming margin, first-gen students believe
that extracurriculars like unpaid internships, membership
in certain campus organizations, and study abroad are very
important for post-graduation professional goals; however,
the percentage who were actually able to participate in such
activities was just a fraction at 15%.
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Out-of-classroom opportunities are viewed by students as
important to future success but often go unfunded, especially
for minority and first-generation students. Academia is a
large part of professional success, but students also realize
the immeasurable value of real-world experience outside the
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On Campus continued

classroom. 73% of respondents said extracurriculars—study abroad, internships, educational conferences and seminars—are hugely
important in pursuing postgraduate goals. The
same number also said they had to turn down
such opportunities solely due to lack of money.
For many students, studying abroad isn’t
about having fun, but about furthering their

education. Study abroad was the top collegiate
opportunity that respondents couldn’t take
advantage of due to finances. Turning down
these opportunities can mean fewer job offers
after Graduation Day.
A common misconception is that unpaid internships are limited to only certain industries, but
this is simply not the case. Students in all types of

fields—medicine, technology, politics, media—
compete for highly coveted yet uncompensated
internships. The “payment” is that, in return,
these students have more marketable résumés
and a firmer foot in the door. However, given
the serious and unexpected expenses of college
beyond tuition plus room and board, many simply
can’t afford to pick up an uncompensated job.

Out-of-classroom opportunities are viewed
by students as important to future success
but often go unfunded, especially for
minority and first-generation students.

The 1,000 Dreams Fund
The 1,000 Dreams Fund (1DF) is a non-profit
dedicated to providing micro-grants to pay for
life-changing “extracurricular” opportunities—
like internships and travel to career seminars—
so that all American girls, no matter their
economic situation, can succeed in college
and their careers. The 1,000 Dreams Fund has
provided scholarship funding for a variety of
these extracurricular requests.
Given this mission, 1DF is committed to
understanding the biggest challenges facing
young women in the U.S. today across these
four big topics: Career, Finance, Education
and Diversity. We all know that, just in the
past decade, women have made unprecedented
strides in these areas.
But what comes next? What milestones can
we expect from millennial and Gen Z girls—
and how do we help them get there? How do
these challenges change when seen through the
lens of race and ethnicity? Our goal with the
State of the American Girl series of surveys and
reports is to uncover the essential facts, figures,
and anecdotes to help inform effective public
policy initiatives, hiring practices, education,
and opportunities to help the advancement of
young American women. To learn more, visit
http://1000dreamsfund.org.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Christie Garton is
a social entrepreneur and creator of the
1000dreamsfund.org. Additionally, Garton
authored the best-selling college guidebook
for women, U Chic: College Girls' Real Advice for Your
First Year (& Beyond!) and Marketing to Millennials:
Reach the Largest and Most Influential Generation of
Consumers Ever.
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CONSTRUCTION & PLANNING

By Daniel Fenton

Goshen College Embraces Destratification Strategy for Energy Conservation
The higher education sector has taken a leading role in energy conservation,
sustainability, and climate mitigation. Via the American College & University
Presidents’ Climate Commitment (ACUPCC), over 665 institutions have pledged
to pursue climate neutrality in their operations, over 600 have publicly reported
their greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, and over 400 have published climate
action plans.
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Reducing Campus Carbon Footprint
Northern-Indiana-based Goshen College is one
of 91 charter members of the American College
& University Presidents’ Climate Commitment
(ACUPCC). The college has dedicated itself
to reducing its “carbon footprint” while at the
same time providing the education, research,
and community engagement needed for the rest
of society to do the same.
Environmental commitment can take many
forms—building design, material use, food
sourcing, and more. College campus environpupnmag.com

mental commitment plans include a diverse number
of activities, from recycling programs to carpooling to
landscaping plans. Most experts agree the greatest impact
can be felt in the area of energy conservation.
Goshen College has exercised its commitment to the
climate and to ACUPCC by measuring and monitoring
its energy consumption to determine inefficiencies. As
part of a campus-wide sustainability project, the college
looked at geothermal energy, solar and wind, LED
lighting, and thermal destratification.

Thermal Destratification
Thermal destratification was identified by the Carbon
Trust as the primary opportunity for reducing energy
consumption. The world’s leading authority on climate
protection and sustainability, the Carbon Trust notes that
“there have been many products available to reduce energy
in buildings—LED lighting, efficient HVAC systems,
sub metering, variable speed drive units and improved
building fabrics. The fastest growing and most simple
energy reduction initiatives—for both existing and new
build facilities—is thermal destratification, one of the top
carbon reducers for any type of building.”
For Goshen College, thermal destratification is a
winning strategy for another reason beyond energy
saving—it actually solves problems. Goshen College
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IMPORTANT CONCEPTS TO REMEMBER
Saving Energy. Thermal stratification is a natural occurrence: hot air rises
and cold air sinks. Your building's HVAC systems are engineered to maintain
a comfortable temperature on the floor and often overheat to compensate for
stratification. Reports of heating bills 15-30% lower are not uncommon after
destratification, as the stratified air near your ceiling can be 10°F warmer
than at the floor. This causes HVAC units to work harder to maintain
equilibrium at the floor. The Carbon Trust recommends destratification to
reduce carbon emissions. It's a cost-effective step you can take to make a
business even more eco-friendly.
Material Reduction Strategy. Destratification fans can substantially reduce
the materials required in initial construction, including ductwork, air
handling systems, and HVAC units. CU-Boulder used destratification as a key
component in the construction of their fieldhouse by installing fans at the
peak and the air supply ducts much lower, allowing the destratification fans
to do the work of mixing the supply air with the rest of the facility.
Meeting ASHRAE Standards. The design of the supply air system inside a
natatorium is complex because multiple micro-zones have specific needs for
airflow. Supplying air to the breathing zone means an air handling system
must be able to continually redirect fresh air just above the pool surface
while moving the contaminated air to exhaust fans for expulsion. Other
standards require different air movement capability for poolside or
spectator areas.
— Christian Avedon, Airius Fans
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Environmental commitment can take many forms—building design, material
use, food sourcing, and more. College campus environmental commitment
plans include a diverse number of activities, from recycling programs to
carpooling to landscaping plans. In the end, most experts agree the greatest
impact can be felt in the area of energy conservation.

uses destratification fans from Air-Row Fans
in its gym and some of its classrooms. Glenn
Gilbert, the director of facilities, notes that the
fans were added to resolve problems with hot,
stale air. Gilbert says the fans have resolved
the air issues and have also helped them save
energy at the same time.

Destratification Fans

Destratification fans, according to Air-Row’s
founder and president, Tom Noonan, gather
air trapped at the ceiling and push the air
down below to equalize the temperature. The
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savings comes in allowing the HVAC system to
cycle down. “We take what is already there—
air trapped at the ceiling,” Noonan says, “and
treat that air while pushing it down to the
floor. We normalize the temperature from floor
to ceiling, and allow your expensive HVAC
units to cycle down.” It’s a win-win, according
to Gilbert: “We solve a problem and we save
energy at the same time.”
The college has achieved a 37% decrease
in overall energy consumption since 2005,
according to Glenn. In fact, Gilbert reports
that despite 60% more space on the campus, the

college’s energy consumption today is nearly
40% less than what it was in 1992. Toward
their climate commitment, this success goes
a long way in reducing the college’s “carbon
footprint.”
A “carbon footprint” is commonly used as
shorthand for carbon dioxide (CO2) and is
the total amount of greenhouse gases released
as the result of a given activity. We reduce
our “carbon footprint” or how much carbon
dioxide is created by the choices we make in
our homes, our travel, the food we eat, and
what we buy and throw away.
Efforts to reduce a carbon footprint are varied
and can include electric light efficiency, wind
energy, solar, bike programs and carpooling,
farming and food sourcing, materials use and
recycling, landfill dependence, computer efficiency,
building construction, and landscaping.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Daniel Fenton is in
charge of marketing and business growth
for Row Fans, a manufacturer of destratification fans. Learn more at www.airrowfans.com.
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NORTHWESTERN GOING ALL-IN ON

Sustainability
by Joe Popely

Building on momentum from a series of campus-wide
initiatives, Northwestern is going all-in on sustainability. The
University released its inaugural Strategic Sustainability
Plan (2017-21) on October 3, detailing the next five years
of sustainability at Northwestern with the ultimate goal of
reaching net-zero emissions by 2050.

Sustainability continued

Reducing Campus
Energy Use Intensity
Northwestern has reduced its campus energy
use intensity in campus facilities by 14 percent
since 2010, absent a formal plan. Now, the
University has a clear roadmap for transforming the campus into an ecological gem
that improves the health and well-being of its
community and the surrounding environment.
“As a leading global institution, Northwestern is committed to mitigating the impact
of climate change,” said President Morton
Schapiro. “We have an obligation to future
generations to reduce our carbon footprint,
yes—but also a tremendous opportunity to
contribute to global climate solutions.”
The plan, which consists of five program
areas (built environment, transportation,
resource conservation, experiential learning
and communication, and engagement), had
been more than a year in the making.
Engaging the entire campus community for
input and to build excitement in sustainability
brought it to life.
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The Process
Northwestern has had an office of sustainability for some time, but its leadership
decided the title lacked a certain luster. So, last
October, it dropped “office of” from the name
and rebranded as sustainNU, which refers
to the office and a campus-wide initiative to
engage students, faculty and staff in reducing,
and eventually eliminating, Northwestern’s
contribution to climate change.
It was a massive undertaking, with a focus on
building awareness of sustainability programs
at Northwestern and educating the campus
community on how it could get involved
in greening the University. “If we actively
participate in the sustainability plan at both
the institutional and personal levels, together
we can make the most lasting impact,” said
Kathia Benitez, director of sustainability for the
University.
Led by Benitez, sustainNU oversaw development of the strategic plan, creating a multilayered structure that gave key stakeholders across
the University a say in the outcome. Working
groups of students, faculty and staff helped craft

the details for each of the five program areas. The
working groups’ co-chairs formed sustainNU’s
sustainability council, which gave its recommendations to the plan’s steering committee, made
up of senior University leaders.
"From what I've seen, it's impressive what
Northwestern's going to be doing; they've
got a lot of work ahead of them," Jamie Van
Mourik, vice president of education at the
U.S. Green Building Council, told Crain’s
Chicago Business. "For an institution to go
through this lengthy process and get to this
point shows a level of maturity in becoming
a truly sustainable community and campus."

Communications and Engagement
The results are in on sustainNU’s efforts to get
buy-in on campus: Since the rebranding, sustainNU
has gained more than 4,000 new subscribers to its
monthly newsletter. Increased engagement has
allowed sustainNU to expand its programming,
involving students, staff and faculty in tackling the
other four program areas. In other words, keeping
the campus community interested underpins the
success of the plan’s four other areas.
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“The program is only effective if, as a campus
community, we take ownership of driving impactful
change on campus and in our personal lives,” Benitez
said. “We will continue to push outreach and educational programming to help students, faculty and staff
do just that.” In the built environment, for example,
Northwestern’s annual Green Cup—a month-long
friendly competition between residence halls and Greek
houses to reduce energy and water use the most—kicks
off in November. Last year, the competition saved more
than 850,000 cubic feet of water and cut electricity by
more than 1.8 million kWh.
On the staff side, the plan calls for a doubling of
campus offices participating in Northwestern’s Green
Office Certification Program. In all, sustainNU hosted
or supported 55 campus sustainability events that
reached 5,000 students, faculty, staff and community
members during the 2016-17 academic year.

Built Environment
Here is where the heavy lifting takes place. Northwestern’s
built environment accounts for approximately eighty
percent of carbon emissions, driven largely by energyintensive labs and historic buildings. The average
building stock is from 1944, with the oldest remaining
ODC-17-corp-4-door-ad-PUPN-v02_Overly Door Company 5/3/17 4:29 PM Page 1
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Sustainability continued

building constructed in 1869 and the newest
in 2017. But demonstrable progress already
has been made, as the 14-percent reduction in
energy use intensity since 2010 suggests.
The University recently celebrated the certification of its first LEED platinum building,
Kresge Hall. Two years of extensive renovations
transformed the 63-year-old building into
the Evanston campus’ greenest, and marked
Northwestern’s 11th LEED certified building
between the Evanston and Chicago campuses.
Kresge is one of the first dominoes to fall.
Under the plan, all new major construction
projects must achieve at least a LEED New
Construction v4 Gold rating, while renovations
of existing buildings are required to achieve at
least LEED for Existing Building v4 silver. The
recently opened Kellogg Global Hub, a marvel
of modern architecture and sustainable design
that sits on the shores of Lake Michigan, is
currently being scored for its LEED rating.
Prior to the strategic plan’s release, Northwestern built momentum with upgrades to
various components of its infrastructure. Last
year, the University cut outdoor lighting energy
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use by 50 percent by converting all outdoor
lamps to LEDs and repaired leaky steam traps
in the main utility plant on campus, resulting
in a 90 percent decrease in wasted energy and
$2 million per year in energy savings. All told,
Northwestern looks to reduce campus energy
consumption by 20 percent by 2020 and
achieve net-zero emissions by 2050.

Transportation
Sitting along Lake Michigan and just north
of Chicago, the Evanston campus has a major
public transit advantage. A sustainNU-led
2016 transportation survey found that the
Chicago Transit Authority’s ‘L’ train is the
primary commuting mode for 20 percent of
students and 21 percent of faculty and staff.
Still, 44 percent of faculty and staff drive alone
to work for their primary mode of transportation. To slash gasoline consumption, the
strategic plan calls for an increase of 5 percent
public transit usage by 2021 by boosting
awareness of the commuter pre-tax public
transit benefit for faculty and staff, among
other strategies.

The University also is doing its part to
eliminate its greenhouse gas emissions from
its own vehicle fleet. Facilities Management
has replaced 16 of its department vehicles with
all-electric “club cars” and will transition to
a campus fleet run exclusively on renewable
energy by 2030.
The campus community, meanwhile,
continues to take advantage of Northwestern’s
bike-friendly infrastructure. The University
helped finance the construction of new
protected bike lanes and the extension of
current protected bike lanes along Sheridan
Road, near the entrance to campus and into
downtown Evanston, and provides discounts
on bikes and bike accessories for students,
faculty and staff.
Faculty and staff have responded in kind.
Northwestern won the Active Transportation
Alliance’s Bike Commuter Challenge in
June, logging more than 8,000 miles over
two weeks—the most of any of the 300-plus
Chicago-area organizations that participated
—and received the Bicycle Friendly University
campus silver designation from the League of
American Bicyclists in 2016.
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Sustainability continued

Resource Conservation
and Experiential Learning

Efforts led by sustainNU at the University’s annual
community picnic is a microcosm of Northwestern’s larger plan to reach a landfill diversion rate of
50 percent by 2020. In July, sustainNU volunteers
helped 1,500 attendees divert a whopping 93
percent of picnic waste from the landfill.
Meanwhile, sustainNU awarded more than
$50,000 in grants to support student-led
sustainability projects on campus during the
2016-17 school year as part of its commitment
to fostering real-world learning opportunities.
One grant went to House by Northwestern,
which placed sixth in the 2017 Solar Decathlon,
a U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) competition that challenges collegiate teams to design
and build a 100-percent solar-powered home.

Moving Forward with Transparency

Keeping with the spirit of campus-wide
involvement in transforming Northwestern into
a sustainable operation, everyone will be able to
follow the University’s progress. Northwestern
will, on an annual basis, share a publicly
available sustainability report card that will be
posted online by sustainNU and DOE. Northwestern recently completed its first comprehensive Greenhouse Gas Emissions Assessment,
establishing a baseline for accurate tracking
and reporting. Meanwhile, the University uses
several benchmarking platforms, including
EPA’s ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager, the
Campus Carbon Calculator and the Association for the Advancement of Sustainability
in Higher Education’s Sustainability Tracking
Assessment and Rating System (STARS).
Northwestern earned a silver STARS rating
during the latest evaluation period.
The sustainNU program will also adhere
to standards set by the Climate Registry for
calculating, verifying and publicly reporting
greenhouse gas emissions. “Northwestern has
demonstrated its commitment to addressing
the linked challenges of sustainable energy in
recent years through significant investment in
programs, faculty, staff and infrastructure,”
said Bradley Sageman, co-chair of sustainNU’s
sustainability council and chair of the
department of Earth and planetary sciences in
the Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences.
Sageman notes, "The creation of a campus
sustainability plan brings all of these efforts
together and sets clear goals for the future. It is
the logical next step for our community.”

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Joe Popely is a
marketing content specialist at Northwestern University. He lives in Chicago
and volunteers extensively for the U.S. Green
Building Council Illinois chapter as a member of
its Emerging Professionals Committee.
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Including
Greenery

IN INDOOR AND OUTDOOR SPACES
by Amy Gustafson

Including foliage in your next improvement project for your college or university
lecture halls, dorms, cafeterias, and outdoor spaces could increase productivity
by removing pollutants from inside buildings, creating aesthetically pleasing
study areas, and increasing your environmental handprint.

pupnmag.com
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Including Greenery continued

Creating a Healthy Body and Mind

We maintain a predominantly indoor existence
that includes a progression from our bedrooms
to the kitchen, followed by a commute to work;
then, we reverse the order each night. This
type of routine equates to more than half of
our time spent indoors which can increase our
chances of being exposed to indoor air-quality
issues that affect our overall health. The
quality of air indoors can be compromised by
the pollutants that furnishings and equipment
give off, the uncontrolled humidity levels, and
how well the ventilation system is functioning.
Fortunately, architects and builders are
designing new and remodeled buildings
that are healthier to work in because of the
use of low-emission products, and increased
ventilation, as well as successful maintenance
schedules. Unfortunately, we don’t all work
in these well thought-out environments, and
changing them can be costly. If you are
working in a building that is causing you
to have building-associated illness or could
increase the chances of such an illness, one
quick and easy way to combat this problem is
by increasing the use of greenery.

Greenery is found to clean air particulate
matter such as molds, bacteria, and toxic agents.
Greenery also reduces excess C02 and increases
humidity. The data collected by NASA,
PCAC, Wolverton Environmental Services,
and multiple professors—Dr. Ronald Wood,
Dr. Tove Fjeld, Dr. Virginia I. Lohr, and Dr.
Margaret Burchett—confirms that plants are,
in fact, an essential part of creating an indoor
working space that is healthier, which has been
shown to increase productivity and decrease the
number of sick days that employees use.

Using Plants to Improve Air Quality
Using plants to improve indoor air quality all
started in 1980 when NASA performed a clean air
study, not for us earth dwellers but moon dwellers.
NASA needed a way to get rid of waste and clean
the recycled air. Using sealed test chambers, they
concluded that plants could remove formaldehyde.
Associated Landscape Contractors of America
(ALCA) were encouraged by NASA’s findings and
helped fund a study to test 12 houseplants and
their performance. The ALCA found that adding
more greenery can increase not only the humidity
in our spaces but also remove toxins.

A few of the toxic culprits are benzene,
formaldehyde, ammonia, and bio-effluents,
which are found in electronics, flooring,
cleaning products, office furniture, décor and
the people inhabiting the space. Even after
completing the NASA Clean Air study, Plants
for Clean Air Council (PCAC) and Wolverton
Environmental Services have continued
to study the effects of plants in our indoor
environments.
Their findings have been summarized in
Dr. B.C. Wolverton's book How to Grow Fresh
Air. Wolverton indicated the top indoor plant
performers based on a rating composed of
how well the plant removes volatile organic
compounds (VOCs), how easy they are to
grow and maintain, how resistant they are to
pests, and how fast they turn the water into
vapor. Based on all the results of the research,
the Areca Palm, Lady Palm, Bamboo Palm,
Rubber Plant, and Dracaena “Janet Craig”
were the top performers.
Professor Dr. Tove Fjeld has further recommended that buildings should have at least one
large plant for every two employees, and Dr.
B.C. Wolverton recommends keeping a plant on
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puremodern.com/planters
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every desk. Adding greenery is an important choice with
any new build or remodel, and the benefits are encouraging enough to be supported by the administration.

Satisfying Functional Space Needs

Large open spaces such as cafeterias and ballrooms
can make students feel lost, but permanent dividers or
accordion walls can be costly and just create another
drastically uninteresting wall. Instead, use foliage to
create immediate spaces that feel cozy and not like a vast
open vista that quite frankly will make even the most
confident individual shy away.
Long wide hallways between classrooms can also be
potential spaces to create small private meeting spots for
groups to congregate before class. These spaces can be used
for students to catch up on notes, to study for an exam
or for private conversations between faculty members and
students. Creating private areas is especially important in
smaller colleges where space is limited and creating more
private spaces is crucial for a satisfied student body.
It is also important to segment areas that are otherwise
just large, open, outdoor spaces—especially for universities
with larger student bodies. Dividing outdoor spaces can
increase the likelihood of people utilizing those areas. Do
you have benches that are rarely—if ever—used? They are
usually in the vast open space.
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to meet your exact planter
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Bold Simplicity.

DEDICATED SERVICE
one point of contact for the
duration of your project.

Modern Elite Aluminum and PurePots Fiberglass
Planters brings you the bold look your campus requires.
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Including Greenery continued

However, a grouping of trees or plants around a lonely bench can
make the space more appealing and therefore make the area a soughtafter spot for lunch or the perfect place for a last-minute cram-session
before a midterm.

Providing Eco-Friendly Living

We love our Earth; however, it can seem daunting to think about
everything we are doing that potentially harms our planet. Instead of
thinking about your carbon footprint, focus on your environmental
“handprint,” an idea formalized by Dr. Gregory A. Norris from
Harvard. In other words, a great way to start living an eco-friendly
life is by making decisions and focusing on how you can help, instead
of focusing on the mess we are creating.
One way you can increase your environmental “handprint” is to
use plant sippers. These plant-watering systems use capillary action
to feed plants at the roots and reduce water waste. This will especially
help plants in containers without drain holes. Keeping the water away
from the soil and plant will prevent its demise. Adding greenery to a
space at first can seem dauntingly work-intensive, due to the time that
will be spent watering and maintaining plants, but with Ollie plant
sippers your watering regime will be significantly reduced. Fertilizing
is also easy because the fertilizer can be added directly to the container
and then goes directly to the roots where it is most needed.
Greenery will also increase your handprint if it is used to transform
areas such as infrequently used patios and rooftops to reduce runoff by
absorbing rain, and the greenery could be used to create garden spaces.

Light Outside the Lines

Lightfair 2017
Booth 3916

Solar Lighting Solutions
www.sepco-solarlighting.com - 772-210-3693
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Including Greenery continued

Adding Aesthetically Pleasing Components
The draw to your school for prospective students will be the healthy, aesthetically pleasing environment that they will experience in the cafeteria, entryways,
libraries, and outside walkways as they move across the campus toward lecture
halls, as well as the attachment they make with the areas. We all understand the
importance of the attachment that is created between a caregiver and a child,
but this attachment to a physical space can play a part in the retention of current
students, staff, and faculty.
Entomologist E.O. Wilson says, “Nature holds the key to our aesthetic,
intellectual cognitive and even spiritual satisfaction.” Just a few years ago,
Gallup conducted a three-year survey of 26 communities with an active Knight
Foundation, a non-profit foundation that empowers communities. The surveyors
of the study found that the top three aspects of a community that retains its
residents are the area’s physical beauty, opportunities for socializing, and the
community’s openness to people.
These three aspects of a community are important for individuals to
create what is called a community attachment. Your college or university
is a community; for the benefit of your current students, staff, and faculty
members, the aesthetics of your campus—in both external and internal
spaces—can be improved with added greenery, ultimately creating spaces that
are both more healthy and beautiful.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Amy Gustafson is the Marketing Manager at PureModern; she can be reached at amy@puremodern.com. Please contact
1-800-563-0593 if you have any questions.
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Work
Colleges
AN AFFORDABLE EDUCATION
by Sheila Wagner

The cost of education at many private colleges and universities is getting
more expensive, while grants and student loans are becoming more difficult
to secure. In July 2017, The Washington Post reported that the White House
plans a huge cut in funding for the Pell Grant program as well as programs
like Teach for America and AmeriCorps, which send thousands of people
across America to engage in intensive service in exchange for benefits
including stipends and student loan forbearance.

Work Colleges continued

Photo courtesy College of the Ozarks
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A Work College is one way for students to achieve
an impressive degree and more life experience and
rewards with a much lower cost than a traditional
degree program. Three outstanding colleges are
making exciting choices to accommodate these
students: Kentucky’s Berea College, Vermont’s
Sterling College, and Missouri’s College of the
Ozarks. Choosing to be a Work College has a
powerful impact on recruitment and retention, and
the benefit of a small liberal arts school is something
that many students are drawn to. When one adds
to the obvious advantages of smaller classes and
more interaction with fellow students, the ability
to work for one’s tuition can be an enticing draw.
Luke Hodson, Director of Admissions at Berea,
said prospective students choose Berea because
of “the welcoming environment and support for
opportunities beyond the classroom such as internships or study abroad.” Dr. Marci Linson, Dean of
Admissions at College of the Ozarks, talked about
the Christian atmosphere of their college. She
said, “Financial barriers usually impact retention
negatively, and work scholarships are available for
the most needy to cover room and board expenses.”
Tim Patterson, Director of Admission at Sterling
College, said their College Work Program “helps

pupnmag.com

foster a campus culture of accountability, responsibility, and interconnection.” Patterson adds, “The
practical benefits of graduating with a resume
along with a BA degree is also a huge draw for
prospective students and families.”

Application Criteria
The criteria for accepting applications from potential
students varies a little among these three colleges.
Hodson from Berea says that there are many factors
including a personal interview, academic records,
test scores, and financial eligibility. In addition,
they value recommendations/endorsements, extracurricular activities, community service, character,
and personal qualities. Linson at College of the
Ozarks mentioned financial need and academic
ability when looking at applicants, requiring
at least 20 on ACT and a 3.0 high school grade
point average. “During the personal interview the
college shares the mission, vision, expectations and
culture of the College while also getting to know
a little about the applicant,” she added. Patterson
from Sterling College said that they don’t look
at SAT or ACT scores while interviewing every
applicant. He notes, "We look for students who are
passionate about Sterling’s mission of environmental

Photo courtesy College of the Ozarks
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Work Colleges continued

stewardship, who have a strong work ethic
and sincere sense of purpose and who are
excited about participating in the work of
building community.”

Work Assignments
and Requirements

Photo courtesy Sterling College
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There are specific requirements for work
hours at all three places. David Slinker, Labor
Program Operations Manager at Berea, said
that all students are required to work 10
hours per week. The financial benefit is 25%
of the no-tuition promise. Valorie Coleman,
Public Relations Director at College of the
Ozarks, said that each student works 15
hours per week throughout the semester
and one 40-hour work week per semester.
Students also may apply for the summer work
program, which covers the cost of their room
and board for the coming year. Geoffrey
Fehrs, Director of Community Services at
Sterling, said that all residential students are
required to work a minimum of 80 hours per
semester. Student Work Advisors, who are
the student leadership in the Work program,
work up to 110 hours per semester.
There are very specific assignments and
requirements at any Work College, which
vary from place to place. Slinker at Berea said
that first-year students are assigned a position,
but in the following years, they are obligated
to secure their own positions, which requires
them to interact with work areas across the
campus. Coleman at College of the Ozarks
also stated that first-year students are assigned
to work stations, but as sophomores they are
encouraged to reach out for work stations
more aligned with their field of study. The
supervisors take applications and conduct
interviews much like in a real-world setting.
Fehrs at Sterling said that every fall, students
can apply to three positions that they are
interested in pursuing for the academic year,
and then there is an application process based
not only on their interests but their skills and
aptitudes as well.
Each of these schools requires a type of
“contract” for students to sign. Slinker at
Berea said that every student signs a “Labor
Participation Agreement” with the College
by which they agree to work in the program
throughout their career at Berea. Individual
contracts are made with work areas that spell
out the details. She added, “There is never a
time students are subject to paying tuition. If
they don’t work, they cannot attend school
here. Participation in the Labor Program is a
fundamental requirement for being accepted
to Berea College and is an essential part of
their educational experience.”
pupnmag.com
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Work Colleges continued

Tim Patterson, Director of Admission at Sterling College, said their
College Work Program “helps foster a campus culture of accountability,
responsibility, and interconnection. The practical benefits of graduating
with a resume along with a BA degree is also a huge draw for prospective
students and families.”
Coleman at College of the Ozarks said that as
students are enrolled there, they are committing
to complete the work program. No cash tuition
is charged. Fehrs at Sterling said that after
students have been assigned a position, they
have to complete a Job Voucher which serves as
a contract to complete the hourly commitment
for the semester. Students who do not fulfill
their commitment for the semester are financially responsible for hours not completed.

Alumni Endorsements

Former graduates offered glowing reports
about their personal experiences in these
programs. Dr. Matthew Saderholm, Professor

of Chemistry and Division Chair at Berea
College, graduated from Berea in 1992. He
said that his time at Berea in undergraduate
work was positive and constructive. He was
awarded a one-year Fullbright Fellowship
in Switzerland, and he received his PhD at
North Carolina Chapel Hill. He credits his
success in large part because of the hands-on
mentorship he received at Berea College.
Elana Carson, Category Analyst and The
Clorox Company, said that College of the
Ozarks gave her a head start in life: “I was
given a wonderful education that prepared me
to graduate with a Master’s Degree and jump
right into the workforce immediately after.

I have never regretted my decision to attend
and consider myself very blessed.”
When he was first choosing a college as a
student, Sterling College’s Fehrs said that he
was immediately drawn to the Work Program
and the opportunities provided. Fehrs states,
“These experiences instilled a love for small
communities and a deeply held belief that
the work we do together creates a culture of
interdependency and care that is essential if
we are to effectively face the challenges of the
future.”
One theme runs through all three of these
esteemed institutions: If someone works
hard and seeks to achieve community with
others, a well-earned exemplary education is
guaranteed—without the burden of student
loan debt for years to come.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Sheila Wagner has
spent the last several years working as a
professional editor and recently became
the staff writer for Private University Products
and News. Wagner can be reached at sheila@
pupnmag.com.
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TUITION

RESETS

WHAT TO KNOW
by John Lawlor

A higher education pricing strategy dubbed
the tuition reset is gaining traction. Private
colleges and universities as varied as churchrelated Concordia University, St. Paul in
Minnesota, to career-focused Utica College in
New York, to liberal arts-based BirminghamSouthern College in Alabama have made
headlines for their tuition resets, with an
increasing number of other colleges announcing
them during the past five years.
Not every college is positioned to make the
“tuition reset” pricing strategy a success, but
those that are share several characteristics.
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Tuition Reset continued

What is a Tuition Reset?
A tuition reset is a substantial reduction in
a college’s published tuition price—what
people generally think of as its “sticker
price” before scholarships and financial aid
are awarded. The price reduction typically
applies for students enrolled in on-campus
undergraduate programs, as opposed to
graduate or online-only programs.
Usually the price reduction of a tuition
reset is made in a dramatic dollar amount
(such as $10,000 lower), which represents
a significant percentage (such as 50%
lower), or works to bring the published
tuition price below a certain threshold
(such as less than $20,000) that impacts
the willingness to consider and select a
college or university.

Why is a Tuition Reset Done?
Almost every private college or university
in America is facing the same challenge:
price sensitivity. Students and families in
the higher education marketplace draw a
line in the sand about the amount they
can or will pay for a college education.
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Private institutions have long dealt with
this reality by discounting their tuition
via institutional aid—need-based awards
designed for those without the ability to pay
the published price, as well as merit awards
for those lacking the willingness to pay it.
But problems with discounting become
apparent when the published tuition price
rises higher and higher each year.
For one thing, families are scared away
when the published price gets too high
if they don’t realize the extent to which
colleges discount. The annual average total
published price at U.S. private colleges
and universities has reached a figure that
now represents 77% of the annual average
household income of Americans.
However, even among families who are
in the know, their idea of an acceptable
net price remains relatively fixed. Their
price sensitivity is particularly acute as
they do the math of the tuition amount
multiplied by four years, plus annual
tuition increases, and find that it equals
a huge expense and possibly a high level
of debt.
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Tuition Reset continued

As a consequence, when a college increases
its published price, it must correspondingly
increase its discount due to this net price
ceiling. The problem is that increasing its
discount rate too wipes out the college’s main
purpose of raising its tuition (i.e., to cover
annual inflationary expenses), since the net
revenue result is now a wash.
For most colleges and universities, high
published prices are not sustainable for generating the necessary revenues. A tuition reset
can help solve the price perception issues that
have become rampant among both audiences:
To families who have been deterred by a high
sticker price, it can signal affordability. And
it can bring the published price below other
families’ net price ceiling, thereby preventing
an increase in the overall discount.

How Does a Tuition Reset Work?
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A tuition reset can be financially favorable
for a private college or university because
in addition to a reduction in the published
tuition price, the dollar amount of institutional aid is reduced. The new aid packaging
aims to satisfy students of all financial means.
Those who qualify for federal and state
financial aid continue to receive it to the
fullest extent, and the institution retains its
previous commitment to lowering their net
price. For middle-income families, most
typically the new award levels are designed
to give them the same or a slightly lower net
price compared to what they currently pay.
Any money that’s “left on the table” by
lowering the out-of-pocket cost for students
from high-income families who receive little
or no aid can be compensated for by enrolling
more students. And this greater volume is
itself facilitated by the tuition reset, because
a lower sticker price can increase the number
of students from all family income levels
who consider, apply, select, and persist at the
institution. As a result, the institution can
experience an overall net tuition revenue gain.

When Does a Tuition Reset Succeed?
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Despite its potential to increase net revenue,
the tuition reset is not a panacea for every
private institution. Yet experience has shown
that several reconditions can help ensure the
successful implementation of a tuition reset.
First, the institution must do its
homework. This includes reviewing case
studies of tuition resets, consulting with
peers at institutions with experience implementing a reset, conducting price sensitivity
studies within target markets, and running
multiple financial aid modeling scenarios.
pupnmag.com
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Tuition Reset continued

The institution also needs to be operating
from a position of strength in terms of
enrollment numbers, financial stability,
and revenue streams. This is especially true
because a tuition reset involves significant
up-front expenses. An institution must
be willing to absorb any potential losses
during the first year of a tuition reset as the
new financial aid award model takes effect.
And it also takes the proper investment
of marketing dollars to generate awareness
of—and sustain the momentum of—a
tuition reset. Institutions also are in a
better position to succeed with a tuition
reset if they have an innovative campus
culture and leaders who are responsive
to the realities of the higher education
marketplace, as well as to the needs of the
students they serve.
The board and senior administrators
will need to engage in data-based decision
making, which requires ample time to
plan, process, discern, and decide. But
then to manage the actual change requires
nimbleness and rapid response.
Most importantly, the institution must
be delivering an educational experience of

real value. No matter what the published
price or net price is, families will always
expect a good return on their investment.
A tuition reset can increase interest and
consideration, but an institution still
must offer an educational experience that
results in student satisfaction and desired
post-graduate outcomes.
The tuition reset’s core message of
improved value from good quality at a
lower price must be authentic. For private
colleges and universities with fiscal stamina
that are able to embrace change and offer
true value, a tuition reset can go a long
way in the marketplace—boosting brand
equity, consideration, and selection.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: John Lawlor
is founder and principal of The
Lawlor Group (thelawlorgroup.com),
a higher education research, consulting, and
communications firm that delivers intelligent
marketing solutions to create distinction,
enhance value, and achieve results.
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